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With the rapid development of computer technology, information network has 
become an important guarantee for social development. Information network 
involving national government, military, cultural and educational fields. A lot of 
information storage, transmission and processing of information is important to the 
government macroeconomic regulation decision-making, commercial economic 
information, bank funds, securities, energy resources, scientific data and other data, 
among which are sensitive information and even state secrets, so it will inevitably 
attract all kinds of man-made attacks from all over the world (such as information 
leakage, information theft, tampering with data, the data add, computer viruses, 
etc.).Au usual, crime using computers is difficult to leave evidence of crimes, which 
greatly stimulated the occurrence of computer crime. Rapid increase of computer 
crime makes computer systems of various countries especially network system face a 
great threat and become one of serious social problems. Then public security 
informationization is further developing continually and requirements of foreign 
exchange and information access service in my area increase quickly . Combined with 
the present situation and development of public security information construction of 
our area, the construction of a border access platform in the area, secure access and 
information related to business exchange and unified management of the business. 
    According to the planning and deployment of the "Golden Shield Project", 
establishing a set of public security information network border access platform in 
ICT sector to realize efficient exchange of external network security access and 
information. In the premise of ensuring public security information network security, 
it provides support and guarantee for information sharing, integration of application 
information resources. First is the construction of hall of province public security 
information network unified border access platform. Second is the construction of 
border access platform monitoring and management system. Third is the 
establishment of the corresponding operation and maintenance and management 
mechanism. 
The system is actually a security communication network platform for external 
users secure access at the boundaries of the Public security, based on VPN, brake, 
firewalls and authentication technology to enforce the grading control. From the 
















objects and patterns. This system’s platform is constructed by the user access area, 
routing access area boundary security area, application service area, safety isolation 
and public security network area which contains three types of access links and a 
regulatory system completely. 
The construction of the access linking can be installment. But the supervisory 
system must be constructed with the first link accessing to authentication protection, 
authentication and authorization management through the link. In this way the 
boundaries can achieve the link for the management of the platform and business, 
controllability and the comptroller to share with the information reliability. 
The security channel linked by the public security boundaries to the outside net 
intensifies the collection of the social information, enforces the access to the public 
security police office network safety to provide the secure network access services. 
Strengthen the external network access security management and auditing of internal 
and external network data exchange and the performance of the platform monitoring 
maintenance. Guarantee normal operation of the system platform through the access 
to configuration standards, safety monitoring standardized and the operation and 
management standardized. 
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1.3   本系统的特点 
本接入平台方案安全机制主要集中在两个安全系统：数据交换系统[5]和授权
访问系统，采用分类分级控制，其特点如下： 
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